
 
 

MEMORANDAM OF ROLLING STOCK PROGRAMME FOR WAGONS 
2009-10 
 
 The Rolling Stock Programme for wagon has to provide for adequate provisions in the 
pipeline to permit manufacture of wagons by the time these wagons are required for the 
anticipated traffic. As the lead-time for procurement and manufacture of wagons is about three 
years, RSP 2009-10 has to provide for new acquisitions necessary to lift traffic anticipated up to 
2011-12. 
 
 Provision has to be made for WTA (Wheel, Tyre & Axle) items and the other materials, 
which the Railways procure and supply to the wagon-manufacturing units. 
 
 The Rolling Stock Programme also includes retrofitment/rehabilitation to the rolling 
stock. 
 
 Based on the XIth Five Year Plan projections of 62000 VUs, the provisions have been 
made taking into account the acquisitions of 37240 VUs during 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12, 
as well as the requirement of 2400 VUs of Departmental wagon and BVZI (Brake Vans) in this 
period. 
 
 Requirement of different types of stock has been worked out on the basis of outstanding 
RSP provisions expected as on 1.4.2009 (Ann.-I) and the requirement for the next three years is 
shown in Ann.III. 
 
 Over aged position is enclosed in Ann.II. These have been taken into consideration for 
working out the requirement of wagons on DRF account in Ann.III. 
 
 The details of the provision required for wagons and the WTA items required for these 
wagons and the conversion/modification works required to be undertaken on the existing stock 
proposed to be provided in RSP 2009-10 as new acquisition are enclosed at Ann.IV. 
 
 
MISC ITEMS 
 

1. Upgradation and Rehabilitation of BOXN wagons: 

Rebuilding of BOXN wagons by way of replacement of side walls, end walls and 
flooring has been continuing for the past some years as a regular measure under RSP.    
 RDSO had developed a new scheme of rehabilitation and upgradation of BOXN wagons by 
which it would be possible to reduce the tare weight and also create more volume.  In the new 
scheme, IRSM44 and CRF sections would be used for creating additional volume of 5.8T 
equivalent coal using IRSM44 and CRF sections and the tare weight of the wagon will be 
reduced by approximately 1.5T.     Therefore, an upgraded rehabilitation of BOXN wagons with 
a life of 12-15 years is proposed. 
 



 
 

 For the above, during 08-09, provisions exist for undertaking upgradation and rehabilitation of 
580 and 6000 BOXN wagons against  Pink Book Item Nos.644/PD/RB and 944/NA/RB 
respectively @ Rs.7.5 lakhs per wagon out of which provision for 1580 wagons would remain 
available at end of year 2008-09. While the cost of the work was assessed by RDSO in year 
2006, the current costs have gone up due to escalation in steel prices and based on current 
estimates on which work is under progress, the cost is Rs.12 lakhs per wagon. To ensure the 
upgradation and rehabilitation of BOXN wagons as per expected arisings, it is proposed to 
include the work for upgradation and rehabilitation of 10000 BOXN wagons at an estimated cost 
of Rs.12 lakhs per wagon under DRF in RSP 09-10 at an estimated cost of Rs.1200 Cr.  
  

2. Complete renewal of roof and body repair of BCN type wagons:  
 

At present, the total holding of BCN type wagons over IR is approx. 47000.  These 
wagons are up to 20 years of age.  Being covered wagons, these wagons have been developing 
serious problem of corrosion, especially in the roof which leads to non-water proofing of the 
wagons.  Over the past one year, there have been large no. of such wagons which have been 
awaiting complete replacement of the roof as it becomes porous due to corrosion and effect of 
weather conditions. 
 

It has been seen that approximately at the age of 15-18 years, these wagons require the 
entire roof to be changed at one go along with floors and other corrosion repairs which leads to 
much better performance during service as well as considerable reduction in downtime.  An 
estimation of the workload as well as cost has been done which indicates that in an year, 
approximately 2000 BCN type wagons would need to have their roofs and floors replaced and 
the cost for such replacement including other heavy repairs to the body would be approximately 
Rs.1.5 lakhs per wagon.  Provision for 2000 wagons had been made against RSP item 
no.947/NA/RB during the year 2008-09 out of which 1700 wagon provision would be available 
at end of year 2008-09.  
 

In order to ensure renewal of 2000 BCN wagons roof per year, it is proposed to make 
enabling provision in RSP 2009-10 for complete renewal of roof and body repair of 2500 BCN 
type wagons at a total cost of Rs.37.5 Cr. against DRF. 
  

3. Conversion of 91000 BOXN/BCNA type wagons to BOXNHSM Series/BCNAHSM 
Series: 

 
Presently, there are about 91000 BOXN/BOXNM1/BCNA/BCNAM1 wagons.  All these 

wagons are fitted with old design NLB bogies which have lower speed potential at CC+6/CC+8 
loading, as compared to BOXNHSM Series /BCNAHSM Series wagons that are fitted with new 
design NLBHSM Series bogies. Due to lower speed potential all these wagons are eating into 
the line capacity effecting throughput of trains on saturated routes besides lowering productivity 
of freight stock due to increased turn round. 
 

Speed potential of BOXNM1 and BCNAM1 wagons with CC+6/CC+8 loading is only 80/60 
kmph in empty/loaded condition. Similarly, speed potential of BCNA and BCNAM1 wagons 
with CC+6 loading is also 80/60 kmph and 80/75 kmph respectively in empty/ loaded condition. 
 



 
 

Speed potential of BOXNHSM1 and BCNAHSM1 wagons with CC+6/CC+8 loading is 
90/75 kmph and 100/75 kmph respectively in empty/loaded condition. Speed potential of these 
wagons with CC+8 loading is 90/60 and 100/60 in empty/loaded condition. Thus, by converting 
all BOXN/BOXNM1/BCNA/BCNAM1 wagons to BOXNHSM Series /BCNAHSM Series 
wagons it would be possible to enhance speed of these stocks to minimum 90 kmph in empty 
(with CC+6 as well as CC+8 loading) and 75 kmph in loaded (with CC+6 loading). 
 

Conversion of all BOXN/BCNA type stock to BOXNHSM Series /BCNAHSM Series, 
besides improving productivity and throughput, shall also bring uniformity in speeds of all 
variants of BOXN and BCNA wagons which will enhance safety by avoiding present day 
operational problems/confusions due to multiplicity of speeds. This will also result in 
standardization of suspension springs/bogie components resulting in better availability and 
maintenance in comparison to multiple type of components/combinations of springs on bogies of 
same type of wagons. 
 

Conversion of BOXN/BOXNM1/BCNA/BCNAM1 wagons from NLB to NLBHSM Series 
type involves modifications in suspension springs, spigot, bolster etc.  Estimated cost of these 
modifications is about Rs.65000 per wagon. Therefore, provision of Rs.591.5 Cr. against DRF 
may kindly be made in RSP 2009-10 for the subject work. 

 
4. Retrofitment of Bogie Mounted Brake System (BMBS) on 10,000 Air Bk. Wagons 

 
The conventional air brake system is designed with single brake cylinder mounted on the 

under frame of the wagon which is connected to the bogies through slack adjuster and linkages.  
It requires complex brake rigging elements comprising of long pull rods for transmitting the 
braking forces to the wheels.  The conventional system suffers from many defects like hanging 
of push rod/pull rod, which is a safety hazard and enhanced maintenance requirements. 
 

The advance Railways systems have already changed over to bogie mounted brake 
systems which have one brake cylinder for each bogie with bogie mounted slack adjuster and 
automatic load sensing device for adjustment of brake forces according to empty/loaded 
condition of the wagon.  Bogie mounted brake system offers following advantages over 
conventional system, 
 
i. It is lighter and compact system with improved reliability and higher brake rigging 

efficiency. 
 
ii. Automatic adjustment of slack in rigging system eliminates continuous long periods of 

brake application before adjustment. 
 
iii. Automatic brake force adjustment for empty/loaded condition ensures that manual 

intervention is not required and consequent damages on account of human error are not 
encountered.  
 
In view of the advantages as above, RSRC has also recommended retro fitment of 

existing stock with bogie-mounted brakes.  It is proposed to fit bogie mounted air brake systems 
on 10,000 Air Bk. Wagons. The cost of retro fitment of bogie mounted brake system is estimated 
at Rs. 2, 25,000 per wagon. The proposal for retro fitment of 10,000 Air Bk. Wagons with bogie 



 
 

mounted brake system @ Rs. 2, 25,000 per wagon with estimated cost of Rs. 225 Cr. is proposed 
for inclusion in RSP 2009-10.  

 
 

          Anticipated cost of the RSP 
 
The total cost of RSP Wagon 2008-09 comes to Rs.5966.21 Crores out of which Rs.167.47 
Crores is on Capital account and Rs.5798.74 Crores on DRF account. 
 
Hon’ble MR’s kind approval of the Rolling Stock Programme (Wagons) for 2009-10 is 
solicited. 
 



ANNEXURE-I

(IN FW UNITS)
TYPE BALANCE  RSP  PROVISION  

 IN RSP 2008-09(NA)            AS ON 1.4.2009
CAP/DEP DRF CAP/DEP DRF CAP/DEP DRF CAP/DEP DRF

BOXN/HS HA 1727.5 29357.5 1727.5 29357.5

Open Wagon (Upgraded) 0 0 24237.5 16637.5 18487.5 5750 16637.5

BCNA/HS 3062.5 4222.5 3062.5 4222.5

Covered wagon (Upgraded) 0 0 22380 10120 15107.5 7272.5 10120

BVZC 290 2380 290 2380

BRNA 6415 417.5 6415 417.5

BRNA (Upgraded) 0 0 1250 1200 1105 145 1200

BOBRN 4235 8112.5 1010 3225 8112.5

BOBRN (Upgraded) 0 0 1330 3845 1330 0 3845

BOBYN 11582.5 477.5 1000 10582.5 477.5

BTPN 6405 7812.5 1625 4780 7812.5

BTPGLN 875 377.5 0 497.5

Tank Wagon (Upgraded) 3100 3100

BFNS(HR Coil) 1925 2087.5 1925 2087.5

BOBS 2994 1200 2994 1200

BOBS (Upgraded) 5505 1395 3120 2385 1395

BOY 747 2172 747 2172

RORO 1875 0 1875 0

BOST 1027.5 4692.5 1027.5 4692.5

BOST (Upgraded) 17375 2500 8982.5 8392.5 2500

BVZI 261 682 133 567 340 200 54 1049

BFKI 1990 125 1990 125

BRNEHS 500 500 0

TOTAL 45037 63739 72210.5 40239.5 52107.5 577.5 65140 103401

 BALANCE RSP PROV.LIKELY
               AS ON 1.4.2008

 PROVISION MADE   

BALANCE RSP PROVISION EXPECTED TO BE AVAILABLE AS ON 1.4.2009

PROD. PROG.
2008-09



ANNEXURE-II
(IN FW UNITS)

TYPE OVERAGED AS OVERAGE ORDERS EXPECTED EXPECTED TOTAL
ON 1.4.2008 ARISINGS ISSUED IN OVERAGED AS ARISINGS OVERAGED

2008-09 2008-09  ON ON 1.4.2009 2009-10 TO 2011-2012 ARISINGS
REPLACEMENT UPTO 1.4.2012

OPEN 10765.5 3140 13905.5 822.5 14728

COVERED 5749 278 6027 5065.5 11092.5

BK VANS 797 204 200 801 216 1017

TANK 2359 1465 377.5 1825 2765 4590

DEPTL 0 0 0 0 12.5 12.5

SPECIAL 6501.5 798 7299.5 1204 8503.5

TOTAL 26172 5885 577.5 29858 10085.5 39943.5

OVERAGE    ARISINGS



TYPE TENTATIVE TOTAL OVERAGED 
MANUFACTURING ARISINGS UPTO

PLAN 2009-10 to 1.4.2012
2011-12

CAP. DRF CAP. DRF

BOXN (Open) 1727.5 29357.5

Open Wagon BOXN (Upgraded) 5750 16637.5 34000 14728 11612.5 11612.5

BCNA (Covered) 3062.5 4222.5

Covered Wagon BCN (Upgraded) 7272.5 10120 27100 11092.5 9707.5 9707.5

BVZC(Br.van) 290 2380

BVZI (8 wheeler) 54 1049 3000 900 1000 1900

BTPN 4780 7812.5

BTPGLN 0 497.5

Tank Wagon (Upgraded) 0 3100 3300 200 200

BFKI 1990 125 272.5

BOY 747 2172 96

BOBYN (Dept.) 10582.5 477.5 3000 12.5

BRNA 6415 417.5

BRNA (Upgraded) 145 1200 2000 655 655

BOBRN 3225 8112.5

BOBRN (Upgraded) 0 3875 4300 425 425

BFNS(HR Coil) 1925 2087.5

BOBS 2994 1200

BOBS (Upgraded) 2385 1395 5750 1980 1980

RORO 1875 0

BOST 1027.5 4692.5

BOST (Upgraded) 8392.5 2500 16550 572.5 5085 5657.5

TOTAL 64640 103431 99000 39943.5 1472.5 30665 32137.5

Note: Tentative manufacturing plan for wagon is 93000 FWUs for Revenue & 6000 FWUs for Deptt. wagon & BVZI, which eqates 
         to 37240 Vus for revenue and 2400 Vus for Deptt. wagon & & BVZI, in line with XIth Five year plan projections of 155000 FWUs
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                                            RSP(wagon)  PROVISION REQUIRED IN 2009-10                                            ANNEXURE-III                                   

AS ON 1.4.2009 IN RSP 2009-2010
EXPECTED BALANCE

(IN FW UNITS)
REQUIRED PROVISION
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